
Artist Profile – Henry Taylor  
 
b. 1958 Ventura, CA; lives and works in Los Angeles, CA  
 
 In his youth, Taylor was raised by a father in the commercial painting business and took 
art classes at Oxnard College, but went on to work at Camarillo State Mental Hospital as a 
psychiatric technician for ten years. Taylor attended the California Institute for the Arts where 
he received his BFA in 1995, this lead to his retirement from the mental hospital in 1997. Along 
with studying painting, Taylor also studied journalism and interior design, influencing how he 
arranges his subjects on the canvas.  

Taylor works with painting, mixed media sculptures, and installations to create his main 
output of portraiture. Although his subject usually stays the same, the material he paints on 
varies from piece to piece. Taylor has been known to use many different materials as his 
canvas, including empty cigarette packs, detergent boxes, cereal boxes, suitcases, crates, 
bottles, and furniture. Taylor creates figurative work that often is associated with abstraction, 
he uses areas of intense detail with larger, broader, and flatter areas of color to combine the 
two styles.  

The portraits he paints include people from his family, friends, patients from the 
hospital, strangers, celebrities, waitresses, homeless people, and himself, as well as African 
American historical and cultural figures, sports figures, and politicians. Taylor creates paintings 
that are vibrant, use fast brush strokes, and show themes of empathy, generosity, love, and 
blues music. He is known for creating paintings that make sophisticated art-world references 
while also being spontaneous and showing his natural expressiveness.  

In his paintings, Taylor represents themes of folk art and modernism in African American 
painting, labor, city life, and black triumph. Although he shows many successful African 
American figures as his subjects, he is making the point that they all still face inequality today. 
By using these figures, Taylor is commenting on the fact that he is a black artist in a 
predominantly white art world.  

Taylor’s sculptural work is evocative and includes found materials to capture his 
immediate environments, either from his studio or from is travels to Haiti, Columbia, Cuba, 
Ethiopia, and Texas. His sculptural work goes alongside his paintings to create a full 
environment for viewers to see his paintings in. Painting subjects that are from a similar area or 
background are put together in an exhibition space and given a sculptural work that represents 
the environment around them.  

Examples of Taylor’s work include Gettin it Done (1), Cicely and Miles Visit the Obamas 
(2), and two installation images from Blum and Poe (3 & 4) that include his sculptural work 
alongside his paintings.  
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